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ABSTRACT
Jpred (http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred) is
a secondary structure prediction server powered by
the Jnet algorithm. Jpred performs over 1000 predictions per week for users in more than 50
countries. The recently updated Jnet algorithm
provides a three-state (a-helix, b-strand and coil)
prediction of secondary structure at an accuracy of
81.5%. Given either a single protein sequence or
a multiple sequence alignment, Jpred derives alignment profiles from which predictions of secondary
structure and solvent accessibility are made. The
predictions are presented as coloured HTML, plain
text, PostScript, PDF and via the Jalview alignment
editor to allow flexibility in viewing and applying the
data. The new Jpred 3 server includes significant
usability improvements that include clearer feedback of the progress or failure of submitted requests.
Functional improvements include batch submission
of sequences, summary results via email and
updates to the search databases. A new software
pipeline will enable Jnet/Jpred to continue to be
updated in sync with major updates to SCOP and
UniProt and so ensures that Jpred 3 will maintain
high-accuracy predictions.

INTRODUCTION
Despite recent structural genomics initiatives (1,2), the
disparity between knowledge of protein structure and
sequence continues to grow larger. Currently, there are less
than 50 000 structures stored in the PDB (3), compared to
almost 5 million sequences in UniProt Release 12 (4).
Prediction of protein structure by homology modelling
methods (5,6) is the most reliable approach, but depending
on the genome, >50% of proteins lack a structural homologue that is similar enough to the query to build a conﬁdent model (7,8). Accordingly, since knowledge of protein
structure is key in understanding the detailed function and
pathology of a protein there is intense interest in gleaning
structural details from sequence alone. Although there
have been recent advances in ab initio protein structure

prediction (9–12) it is still not possible routinely to predict
reliable, detailed protein 3D structures in the absence of a
homologue of known structure.
Techniques for secondary structure prediction, the
identiﬁcation of regions of a-helix, b-strand and ‘coil’,
go some way to ﬁll this void. Early techniques to predict
protein secondary structure worked from a single
sequence (13–15). With the growth in available sequences
and availability of automatic multiple protein sequence
alignment methods (16), Zvelebil et al. (17) ﬁrst demonstrated that the information from a multiple sequence
alignment gave an increase in accuracy of 9% (to 66%)
on 11 proteins. The original Jpred server exploited the
further ﬁnding that combination of several good predictors led to an improvement in accuracy to 72.9% in a
blind test on 396 proteins (18). This, and the pioneering
work of Rost and Sander in their PHD neural network
program (19) led to the development of the Jnet (Joint
Network) neural network predictor that combined multiple neural networks, which had been trained on the same
multiple sequence alignments, but where the alignments
were presented to the networks in diﬀerent ways. Jnet
raised the accuracy of secondary structure prediction to
76.4% in a blind test on 480 proteins (20). Similar
accuracy has been achieved by the PSIPRED algorithm,
which also predicts from multiple alignment proﬁles (21).
The Jnet algorithm has formed the basis of the Jpred
prediction server since 2000, but recent work to optimize
Jnet and retrain on extended databases has raised the
accuracy of Jnet to 81.5% in blind tests (Cole and Barton,
manuscript submitted for publication). Here, we describe
signiﬁcant updates to the Jpred server which now includes
the improved Jnet v2.0 algorithm.
METHODS
The Jnet algorithm
The Jpred server takes a single protein sequence or
multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and returns predictions made by the Jnet algorithm. The details of Jnet v2.0
will be described elsewhere (Cole and Barton, manuscript
submitted for publication) but follow similar lines to Jnet
v1.0 (20). The main diﬀerences in Jnet v2.0 are the use of
only PSI-BLAST (22) Position-speciﬁc scoring matrix
(PSSM) and HMMER (23) hidden Markov model
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(HMM) proﬁles (21) rather than including frequency
proﬁles, and moving from 9 to 100 hidden units in the
neural networks. The method was developed through
7-fold cross-validated training on a sequence and structure
non-redundant dataset derived from the Astral compendium of SCOP domain data (release 1.71) (24,25) at the
superfamily level. Testing on a blind dataset of 149
sequences gave a ﬁnal secondary structure prediction Q3
score of 81.5%, which is 5% better than previously
published for Jnet (20). Solvent accessibility accuracy was
found to be 88.9%, 82.4% and 77.8% for each of >0%,
>5% and >25% relative solvent accessibility thresholds,
a 1.5–2.5% improvement over Jnet v1.0.
Protein sequence input
The most reliable way to predict protein secondary
structure is by similarity to a protein of known structure.
Accordingly, user submitted sequences are ﬁrst searched
with BLAST (26) against sequences in PDB (3)
(0.0005 e-value cut-oﬀ). The user can choose to skip this
step, or can continue to the prediction from the PDB hit
output (if any). The PDB search step is only used to inform
the user that a similar protein with known structure exists
and is not used to further inform the secondary structure
prediction like other methods (27,28). The protein sequence
is then searched against UniRef90 (29) and an alignment
constructed with PSI-BLAST (22) (three iterations, a ﬁrst
iteration e-value cut-oﬀ of 0.05 and 0.01 e-value cut-oﬀ for
subsequent iterations). All alignments are ﬁltered for
redundancy at 75% sequence identity since this was
found to be optimal in earlier work (20). An HMM proﬁle
is obtained from the alignment via the HMMer program
(23) and a PSSM proﬁle is output by PSI-BLAST. The two
proﬁles are input into Jnet for predicting secondary
structure and solvent accessibility.
It can be time consuming to search UniRef90 for hits
to the query and to prepare the inputs for Jnet, so to aid
overall throughput, jobs are aborted if they exceed 1 h of
CPU time. The user is informed interactively and/or via
email, if an address has been provided. There is no time
limit for queuing jobs.
Once the job is ﬁnished, a results page is generated with
links to HTML, postscript and PDF outputs. The outputs
include the alignment generated by Jpred, Jnet predictions
of solvent accessibility at >0%, >5% and >25% relative
accessibility cut-oﬀs, Jnet secondary structure prediction
(including the predictions made by the separate PSSM and
HMM networks) and coiled-coil predictions performed
by the multicoil application (30). Jnet, also, assigns
a conﬁdence score (low, 0 to high, 9) to each predicted
residue’s secondary structure which can be viewed in the
Jpred output.
An interactive output of the results is available through
the Jalview alignment viewer applet (31), allowing the user
to edit the alignment as required.
Results are only stored on the server for 2 days, but all
the data are available for download for local storage.
In supplying an email address, users need not follow
submissions interactively, but may wait to receive an email
when the submission has completed.

MSA Input
Jpred can also accept a user-generated MSA as input for
secondary structure prediction in FASTA, MSF or BLC
format. If an MSA is provided, searching against the PDB
for structural homologues and UniRef90 is not performed
and so a PSI-BLAST PSSM proﬁle is not generated.
Accordingly, the secondary structure and solvent accessibility predictions are performed from only the HMM
proﬁle obtained in passing the alignment through
HMMer. Excluding the PSI-BLAST PSSM may reduce
the accuracy of the resulting prediction. For example, in
a blind test on 149 proteins using PSI-BLAST generated
alignments, the prediction accuracy drops from 81.5% to
80.3% on average when only HMMer proﬁles are input.
However, since the user-supplied alignment might not
share the same characteristics as a PSI-BLAST alignment
it is diﬃcult to assess accurately the impact of not including the PSSM. One beneﬁt of supplying an alignment
is that predictions are typically returned in <2 min, since
no time-consuming database search is performed.
Improvements and Additions
Version 3 of the Jpred server has been completely
overhauled with many visible and invisible changes over
Jpred 2 (20). The main visible changes are listed below.
User interface. From a usability perspective, the user
interface has been updated and is now fully XHTML 1.0
and CSS 2.0 compliant as validated by the World Wide
Web Consortium validation service (http://validator.
w3.org). This ensures that the server will work equivalently in all compliant web browsers.
Submission of a sequence has been simpliﬁed for ﬁrsttime users by including a straight-forward text box on the
homepage. Giving a raw sequence and clicking ‘Make
Prediction’ submits an interactive job, which the user
follows until completion. This includes checking the PDB
for similar sequences. The ‘Advanced’ link permits users
familiar with Jpred to access options allowing more
control over their submissions. Advanced options include
choice of input format, provision of user supplied job
name, email address and a toggle of whether a search
of the PDB is required. Allowing users to supply their own
job name is a new feature following feedback from users.
If the user also supplies an email address it then makes
collating results from several jobs much easier than having
randomly generated Jpred job names.
On pressing the ‘Make Prediction’ button the input
sequence or alignment is thoroughly checked as being
valid input and any errors are reported to the user with
suggestions on how to rectify the problem. The sequence
is checked against the PDB at this stage and any hits
reported. As shown in Figure 1, it is possible now to click
through to the prediction rather than having to re-submit
requests which have hits to the PDB. Valid requests
are added to the Jpred queue waiting to be run. Once a job
request is running the new progress meter, which updates
every 10 s as illustrated in Figure 1, gives an easy indication of how the submission is proceeding in increments
of 10% completion. A link to the raw text output
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Figure 1. Examples of progress of a submission to Jpred. A screenshot of a list of hits to the PDB (background) and of the Jpred progress meter
(foreground). The ‘continue’ button on the PDB hits page allows the user to continue on to the submission of a secondary structure prediction job.

of Jpred’s progress is also present on the progress page.
If an email address is supplied, there is no need to keep the
browser window open as an email will be sent informing
that the job is complete and ready for viewing.
When the Jpred submission has completed, the user is
re-directed to the results page, which includes links to
several viewing options. The layout of the results page has
been improved making it less verbose and clearer to use.
The ‘Simple HTML’ output shows an alignment of the
query sequence with the prediction, colour-coded by
secondary structure type (helix is red, sheet is yellow and
coil is black) and the ‘Full HTML’ shows the prediction
in the context of the full MSA generated by PSI-BLAST
or provided by the user. Solvent accessibility predictions
are shown also in the ‘Full HTML’ output. A printable
version of the ‘Full HTML’ output is presented as
postscript and portable document format (PDF) ﬁles

created by the ALSCRIPT application (32). The alignment and prediction data can additionally be viewed in the
Jalview interactive alignment viewer applet (31). Examples
of the Full HTML, PDF and Jalview outputs are shown in
Figure 2.
Results emails. A simple output of the secondary structure prediction is sent via email to the user-supplied
address together with the query name (in the subject
header) and sequence. For more detailed information
regarding the prediction or for solvent accessibility data,
a URL is provided in the email to the Jpred results page.
Batch submission. Batch submission of job requests is
a new feature of Jpred 3. Batch submissions are limited
to a maximum of 20 sequences per submission and are
required in FASTA format. Each sequence in the FASTA
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Figure 2. Jpred results viewing options. The ‘Full HTML’, ‘PDF’ and ‘Jalview’ views of the results are shown for the same query sequence and the
diﬀerent representations of the secondary structure, solvent accessibility and coiled-coil predictions can be compared.

ﬁle is treated as a single job request, but without searching
for similarities in the PDB. Sequence names are taken
from the FASTA description line and used as the job
name. As batch submissions cannot be viewed interactively, an email address is required upon submission and
an email is returned for each sequence in the batch submission as for a standard submission to Jpred.
Orphan proteins. Occasionally, query sequences have no
hits to UniRef90 and previously Jpred would have failed
on these sequences. In these instances, Jpred 3 makes
a prediction based only on an HMM proﬁle created from
the query sequence. However, average prediction accuracy
is signiﬁcantly worse than when an alignment is available.
Blind testing on 149 sequences shows a drop in accuracy
from 81.5% with full alignment data to 65.9% with only
single sequence data, highlighting the importance of
having alignment data. Although the prediction accuracy
from a single sequence is low it is still signiﬁcantly better
than random (42%).
Updates. The PDB sequence database that is searched for
similarities is updated weekly. Secondary structure prediction performs best when it has up-to-date data for
constructing alignments as input. The UniRef90 search
database for constructing alignments has been updated to
version 10.1 and will be updated at least as often as Jnet is

retrained. In addition to good alignments, larger and nonredundant training datasets have also been shown to be
beneﬁcial for improved prediction accuracies (Cole and
Barton, manuscript submitted for publication) (33).
Hence, Jnet will now be linked to SCOP releases and
will be retrained whenever a new SCOP release is
announced or soon thereafter. The datasets used for
training Jnet will be made available via the website.
A new semi-automatic pipeline has been developed in
Perl for creating the Jnet training data. The pipeline
requires SCOP domain deﬁnition and sequence data as
determined by Astral and will create (with some manual
input) a structurally and sequence non-redundant dataset
ready for input to Jnet neural networks for full-scale
training and validation via the SNNS application. Once the
training of Jnet is checked on an independent blind set it
will be recompiled with the new networks and used in
Jpred.
CONCLUSIONS
Secondary structure prediction is an important tool in a
structural biologist’s toolbox for the analysis of the
signiﬁcant numbers of proteins, which have no sequence
similarity to proteins of known structure. Jpred is a
secondary structure prediction server that is a well used
and accurate source of predicted secondary structure.
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The recent update of Jpred incorporates the latest
version of the Jnet algorithm improving secondary
structure prediction to 81.5% and solvent accessibility
predictions to up to 88.9%. The most obvious changes
to the server are to do with user interaction with Jpred by
giving more feedback to users regarding problems or
progress of their submissions. Including better checking
of input data and a progress meter during running jobs
allows for more successful results. The variety of results
viewing options gives users ﬂexibility in how they wish to
present their data.
More fundamentally, submissions can now be made in a
batch-wise manner and secondary structure predictions
are returned via email if an address is supplied. In order to
keep Jpred up-to-date with new sequence information, a
pipeline has been developed to retrain the Jnet algorithm
and update all the relevant databases on a regular basis.
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